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INTRODUCTION

We have continued working on essentially the same projects during the period 1991-92 as

reported on in our previous progress report. That is, R&D work on a dimuon detector for 1
RHIC and work with the group at LANL on neutron induced fission measurements using the

white neutron source at LAMPF. One of our graduate _tudents, Jay Smathers completed i

his Master's degree in June [1] and is now enrolled in the PhD program in the Physics

Department at Florida State University.

Our work has included participation in the RD-10 experiment at the AGS to study

calorimeter/absorber optimization for a RHIC experiment. We have actively participated in

the setup of the apparatus, the data-taking and the subsequent data analysis. We have used

the Vax computer system in our department and the eight-processor Silicon Graphics system '

in the GSU computer center for most of the data analysis work. We have also continued

our work on Monte Carlo simulations of various configurations ot! absorber/calorimeters for

detection of electrons and muons in RHIC experiments. We have made increasing use of the

Silicon Graphics computer for our work. Each processor has approximately the same power

as a Decstation 5000 (about 5 times as fast as our Vax) and we usually have essentially
exclusive simultaneous use of three of the processors. We have installed GEANT 315 and

PAW on this system. Since our Vaxstation was purchased before DECWINDOWS was a

standard part of the Vax software we have been unable to use the Silicon Graphics com-

puter for doing graphics with PAW and GEANT. We are attempting to solve this problem

by installing X-Windows software on our 386SX system which is connected to the campus
network.

Our work at Los Alamos has consisted of participation in the LAMPF run during the

summer of 1991 including constructing and setting up two new neutron detectors for the

experiment.

These projects are discussed in further detail in the following.

THE RD-10 PROJECT

The RD-10 effort on calorimeter/absorber optimization for a RHIC experiment had an

extended run using the A2 test beam at the AGS during the months of May and June,

1991. Measurements were made concerning leakage of particles from behind various model

hadron calorimeters. Behavior of the calorimeter/absorber as a muon-identifier was studied.
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Our group has actively participated in this project throughout the year. The Principal
lnvestlgaor, Post-Doc and grad_late student each spent approximately one week at the AGS
during the month of March, 1991, checking out and assembfing apparaus and approximaely
3 weeks during the month of June, 1991, participating in the data-taking and the initial
data analysis. We have just returned (March 20, 1992) from BNL where we spent a week
checking out detectors for the experiment (now known as RD45 for FY 1992) in preparation
for the run scheduled to begin in May, 1992. The Post-Doc and graduate student from our

group will return to BNL for the last week in April to continue preparations for the run.
They will remain at BNL through the month of May to participate in the run. The Principal

Invstigator will also spend approximately two weeks at BNL during May and June.

The RD-10 project was begun in late 1989 in order to study the properties of candidate
hadron absorbers for a proposed dimuon experiment at RHIC. This proposal has now become
part of the PHENIX detector proposal which has been approved by the RHIC Program
Advisory Committee as one of the two large experiments to be set up for the initial runs
at RHIC. This detector system is still in the process of being designed in preparation for
submission of a detailed proposal to the Program Advisory Committee in November, 1992.
A calorimeter/absorber "end cap" for detection and identification of dimuons is part of this
design.

The physics of interest at RHIC is rather "soft" compared to that normally studied at
large hadron-hadron colliders. In particular, the invariant masses and rapidities of interest
dictated that a novel approach involving relatively thin hadron absorbers be developed for

measuring muon pairs in a collider geometry in order to maintain sufficient dynamic range
and mass resolution in RHIC dimuon measurements. Existing collider experiments typically
have 6-10 interaction lengths of steel preceeding any muon-tagging sections of the detector,
thus restricting the muon measurements to transverse masses of 6-7 GeV/c _ or higher. The
softness of the spectrum of hadrons emitted at RHIC suggested using a much thinner hadron
absorber, of the order of 2-3 interaction lengths at y=0, increasing to 6 interaction lengths
at y=3. This would be followed by the main tracking section of the experiment, which in
turn would be followed by an active hadron absorber, or "muon-identifier', used to identify
muons by their different behavior compared to that of hadrons upon penetration of 5 or
more interaction lengths of steel or concrete.

Information was needed concerning the leakage of particles, particularly hadronic shower
secondaries, through such thin hadron absorbers. Fixed target muon experiments typically
use much thicker absorbers and deal with incident particle momenta 10-100 times larger.
Little information was thus available, and none below 4 GeV/c. Information was also needed
concerning the behavior of the final-stage "muon-identifier" of the experiment, as data on
this were also not readily available. It was realized that by using a hadron absorber that
was constructed as a calorimeter, both sets of information could be obtained together using

the 1-10 GeV/c particles available in the A2 test beam of the AGS. As an added benefit,
the behav;or of the absorber as a calorimeter could be studied, adding to the knowledge of
hadron behavior in different types of hadron calorimeters.

The following sections describe the layout of the test apparatus on the A2 line and the



behavior of one particular arrangement of the calorimeter/absorber as a muon-identifier.

Preliminarv results concerning particle leakage as a function of ca lorin3eter/absorber thick-

hess and composition and incident particle momentum and type have also been obtained.

We do not report on it here because most of this analysis has been done elsewhere, whereas

much of the work on muon identification has been done at GSU. (Earl Cornell at Vanderbilt

has also contributed significantly to the muon identification work.)

DESCRIPTION OF THE RD-10 SETUP

Tile method used in RD-10 to make the above-mentioned measurements is to install

an active calorimeter/absorber downstream of a number of beam defining elements. The

calorimeter/absorber is then followed by two x-y hodoscopes for particle tagging and trigger-

ing. These hodoscopes sandwich a set of tracking chambers used for trajectory measurement

as well as counting the number of hits that would be seen in a wire chamber. Downstream

steel and concrete walls followed by additional hodoscopes serve to tag penetrating particles,

including muons. The settings of the beamline magnets and collimators in A2 are used to

select momentum and polarity of the incident particles.

The general layout of RD-10 on the A2 line is shown in Fig. 1. The counters marked $1

thru $5 are single-element timing scintillators used to define the accepted beam envelope

and provide rr/p discrimination via time of flight. The C1 and C2 counters are gas-filled

Cerenkov counters used to tag electrons and pions.

The calorimeter/absorber consists of a number of planar "supercells" placed on edge on a

steel framework so that they are centered about the nominal beam centerline. Each supercell

is a 120cm x 120cm square object comprised of 3 alternating layers of metal and scintillator.

The overall calorimeter/absorber thickness is varied by installing different numbers of su-

percells. The calorimeter/absorber composition is varied by changing the metal used in the

supercells. The metal layers are made of either 3 sheets of steel sheet or aluminum sheet, so

that a supercell includes a total of 9 metal plates. The scintillator layers are of two types.

Both are 120cm x 120cm x lcm thick in size and are called "arrays". The "narrow-slat" type

is comprised of 11 scintillator "slats" of 120cm x 10cm x lcm thickness which are read out on

each end using 2-inch photomultiplier tubes. The "wide-slat" type is comprised of 5 scintil-

lator slats of size 120cm x 22cm x lcm thickness. The slat arrays alternate between vertical

and horizontal in their orientation perpendicular to the beam axis. The metal thicknesses

were chosen so that both type of supercell, the "steel" type and the "aluminum" type, are

about 2/3 of an interaction length thick.

Four x-y hodoscope stations are installed downstream of the calorimeter/absorber. These

are marked T1, T2, M1 and M2 in Fig. 1. The first two, T1 and T2, are installed just before

and after the tracking chambers.

These hodoscopes are used to determine an initial estimate of the multiplicity of leakage

particles, to define roads for the tracking chambers, and to form the primary online "leakage"

trigger for the experiment. This leakage trigger consists simply of "or" circuits firing on any
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hit in T1 and/or T2.

The last two hodosocpes, M1 and M2, are used to tag penetrating particles.

Four stations of wire chambers are located between T1 and T2. Two stations are placed

near T1 and two near T2. The chambers' function is to give a measure of the number of

particles exiting the calorimeter/absorber which would cause a tracking chamber to fire, and

to measure the direction cosines and trajectory of the observed leakage particles. This latter

function is used to determine the number of exiting particles which would be accepted by an

angle/vertex cut designed to allow for multiple scattering of muons but reject the wider-angle
secondaries characteristic of hadronic showers.

The setup was operated with 3,5,7,9 and 11 "aluminum" supercells (the "aluminum

calorimeter setup"), 3,5,7 and 9 "steel" supercells (the "steel calorimeter setup"), and one

special "mixed" arrangement consisting of 4 upstream aluminum supercells and 5 down-

stream steel supercells (the "mixed calorimeter setup").

Positive beams of 1 - 7 GeV/c were used. The flight path from the "A" production target

to the RD-10 setup is sufficiently long that well over 20% of pions decay typically. Therefore_

positive beams were chosen in order to measure results for protons incident in order to have

at least one type of incident hadron not subject to muon contamination.

Data for a given calorimeter composition were typically collected over a period of three

weeks of A2 running. A total of some 460 runs were recorded on tape.

RESULTS ON PERFORMANCE OF THE

CALORIMETER/ABSORBER AS A MUON-IDENTIFIER

The calorimeter is segmented in depth as well as in the transverse direction, although

this latter segmentation is only projective. It is thus possible to examine the data from the

calorimeter for differences in the hit distributions created by incident muons and by incident

protons or _'+s. This is i_ large measure a pattern recognition problem. Muons tend to pass

thru the calorimete_ _undisturbed, firing only 1 slat per scintillator layer and reaching the last

scintillator layer. Protons or _'+s usually will interact, creating secondaries which stop and

spread out transversely by a large amount. Several slats per scintillator array will fire, and

the distribution of fired arrays usually does not extend to the downstream scintillator arra.ys,

instead usually stopping several arrays short even for a 9 supercell (6 A) thick calorimeter.

This is the basis for analyses studying the calorimeter as a rough prototype of the muon-

identifier needed as the last muon-detection element in the Dimuon/Photon LOI. We call

it a rough prototype because the segmentation presently is projective in nature while the

proposed muon-identifier }tad several planes instrumented with pad readout, thus providing

3-D segmentation. The analysis performed hcre looks at the means and covariances of several

variables. The response of the algorithm for analyzing the calorimeter data for muon/proton

or muon/pion discrimination is "trained" with particles of known momentum and type.

The response is tested with other particles of known type and energy. (To perform both



functions for a fixed particle type and energy, we sprit the data runs into halves with the

first u,_ed for training and the secnnd used fnr testing.) We then determine what percentage

of protons (or pions) can be identified and thus rejected. This is determined as a function

of the percentage of muons which would be kept and also as a function of the segmentation

used for the readout. The ofttine data analysis can vary the number of depth segments of

readout included in the analysis as well as chose the between the two sizes of slat (10cm

wide vs. 20cm wide,) This last step is quite important in deciding how much (or rather,

how little) instrumentation of the muon-identifier is needed for it to function at the >_ 99%

level in rejecting hadrons.

The analysis proceeds by first determining the distributions of hadron or muon events as

a function of several different variables. These variables are chosen as likely ones to exhibit
useful differences between the distributions for hadrons and those for muons. Some choices

are of course much better than others. Fig. 2 shows the distribution for the number of the

last scintillator array hit for the three cases of 3 OeV/c protons incident, 2 GeV/c protons

incident, and 3 GeV/c muoas incident on the mixed calorimeter. (The mixed calorimeter

has 4 upstream aluminum/scintillator supercells and five downstream steel/scintillator su-

percells. These three choices of incident particle incident on the mixed calorimeter will be

used in the following.) We note that the scintillator array numbering is such that array

29 is at the upstream end of the calorimeter and array 1 is at the downstream end. Thus

muons penetrating the full array will fire all arrays from 29 thru 1, making 1 the last one hit.

Hadrons tend to produce hit distributions that are much shallower. The 2 GeV/c protons

produce hit patterns that penetrate no deeper than array 18 or so, or barely one-third of

the calorimeter thickness. The distributions are seen to differ markedly in both mean and
width.

Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the total number of hits in the mixed calorimeter.

Although the protons produce many more hits in the scintillator arrays that their showers

reach, the muons penetrate so many more arrays that they yield more hits overall. It is also

possible to record the pulse-height in each scintillator, normalized by that for a minimum-

ionizing particle. Fig. 4 shows the distribution corresponding to Fig. 3, but now expressed

as total pulse-height observed in the struck scintillators. This distribution clearly offers less

discrimination power than that in Fig. 3 du'- to the much larger width for the pulse-height
distribution than for the number of hits distribution.

The "Discriminant Function" analysis [2] then carried out is described in the

Dimuon/Photon Updated Letter of Intent. The covariance matrix of the selected distri-

butions is constructed, inverted and used to determine the range of values expected for the

discriminant function for hadrons and for muons. The variables selected or the analysis were:

• 1. last scintillator array fired

• 2. total number of fired scintillator slats (hits)

• 3. total number of hits in arrays 1-1I (i.e. the downstream end of the calorimeter)

• 4. the number of the mean array hit, weighted by the number of hits in each array
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of the last scintillator array fired as a function of array
number, for 3 and 2 GeV/c protons and 3 GeV/c muons incident on the 9 supercell mixed

aluminum/steel calorimeter. Note that array 29 is the upstream end of the calorimeter.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the total number of hits, for all supercells of the 9 supercell mixed
aluminum/steel calorimeter, for 3 and 2 GeV/c protons and 3 GeV/c muons incident.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the total pulseheight, normalized to that for minimum-ionizing
particles, for ali superceUs of the 9 supercell mixed aluminum/steel calorimeter, for 3 and 2
GeV/c protons and 3 GeV/c muons incident.



• 5. total number of hits weighted by pulse-height (normalized to that produced by

minimnm-ionzing particles).

• 6. same as 4 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

• 7. total number of hits in arrays 12-20 (i.e. the middle of the calorimeter)

• 8. total number of hits in arrays 21-29 (i.e. the upstream end of the calorimeter)

• 9. sum of hits in vertical slats weighted by horizontal distance from the beam axis.

• 10. sum of hits in horizontal slats weighted by vertical distance from the beam axis

• 11. same as 3 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

• 12. same as 7 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

• 13. same as 8 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

• 14. same as 9 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

• 15. same as 10 but with the hits weighted by normalized pulse-height

Particularly good discrimination was achieved using parameters 1-6. The discriminant func-

tion resulting from. an analysis using these six variables is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen

in the figure, the separation between muons and protons is encouraging even for such low

energy muons.

Most of the abo,,e results have been reported either in our poster presented at Quark

Matter-91 [3] in Gatlinburg or in reports to the RHIC Technical Advisory Committee. We

conclude the discussion of work on RD-10 by describing work nearing completion at GSU

on Geant simulations of the RD-10 calorimeter to muons and protons. We summarize these

results by showing, in Figs. 6 through 9 distributions of the first six of the 15 parameters

listed above that have been used in the Discrminant analysis. The figures show the disribu-

tions produced by the Geant calculations compared with the distributions actualy der;.ved

from analysis of the RD-10 data. The results shown are for 3 GeV/c protons and muons

incident on 9 supercells using steel absorber plates. Comparison of the distributions shows

that the Geant predictions closely match the data. This good agreement was obtained after

considerable "tuning" of the Geant program, including adjustment of the angular divergence

of the incident particle beam and the beam profile. The good agreement was achieved by

setting the energy cutoffs in (]eant to approximately 10 keV or electrons, positrons and

gammas, and 100 keV for hadrons. These results are very encouraging. They indicate that

the Geant calculations are reliable for particle energies much lower than typically used with
this code.
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Figure 5: Discriminant function using the first six of the discriminant variables listed in
the text. Both training and test data were taken from the data recorded for 3 GeV/c muons
and protons incident on the 9 supercell mixed aluminum/steel caalorimeter.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the first three Discriminant variables described in the text for 3
GeV/c muons. On the left are the distributions produced by the Geant simulations; on the
right are the corresponding variables resulting from analysis of the RD-10 data.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Discriminant variables 4-6 described in the text for 3 GeV/c
muons. On the left are the distributions produced by the Geant simulations; on tile right
are the corresponding variables resulting from analysis of the RD-10 data•
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Figure 8: Comparison of Discriminant variables 1-3 described in the text for 3 GeV/c
protons. On the left are the distributions produced by the Geant simulations; on the right
are the corresponding variables resulting from analysis of the RD-10 data.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Discriminant variables 4-6 described in the text for 3 GeV/c
protons. On the left are the distributions produced by the Geant simulations; on the right
are the corresponding variables resulting from analysis of the R,D-10 data.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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